
BLOOM BARRE 
BOOTCAMP

All the barre inspired movements you love...with an athletic twist. Open to all levels - but not for 
the faint of heart!

PILOXING BARRE
Using a ballet barre for stability and resistance in this 45-minute cardio program, you lengthen, 
you strengthen and you box your heart out! Happy joint, strong muscles, healthy heart.

BLOOM L.I.T.
Have a blast with this total body workout that involves both strength and cardio exercise using 
both resistance and low impact cardio techniques! Adding to this the heated environment, you 
are sure to torch those calories and get that TOTAL BODY BURN!

HIGH FITNESS
Fun fitness class that incorporates aerobic interval training with music you love and intense easy 
to follow fitness choreography. It combines FUN with INTENSITY.

BLOOM BOOTCAMP
This Bootcamp style strength class where you will push past your limits! Tone and sculpt your 
body using varied equipment and plyometrics in a fun, positive environment!

CARDIO DANCE
Dance to your Favorite pop tunes with this easy to follow choreography! Have FUN while you 
dance off the calories.

BLOOM BUNS + 
GUNS

This class is a total body workout using  resistance training techniques.  Improve your muscle 
endurance and strength in this 30 min xPRESS class. Oh, and did we mention it will be a total 
BLAST!! 

THE MIX by 
PILOXING

THE MIX is a commercial dance format for all fitness levels, ages and backgrounds. We want you 
to dance like nobody’s watching. Move with the frequency and play with the tracks. The world is 
your stage. Get in THE MIX.

DRENCHED
Max out your muscles + challenge your endurance + have a total BLAST!! A MetCon inspired 
class composed of alternating back-to-back resistence and cardio interval exercises. This class is 
designed to keep you moving, get your heart pumping, and leave you DRENCHED in sweat!

PILOXING
This dynamic program moves through heart-pumping, powerful boxing combinations and 
lengthening Pilates-influenced movement to 'let yourself go' dance releases, and back around 
again. Never have you enjoyed sweating so much.

BLOOM                  
STEP + TONE

ELEVATE your workout with a FUN and upbeat calorie torching workout!! Using the step as well 
as a variety of weights and resisitance tools, you will pump up the JAM, your endurance, and 
those lean muscles...all within this 45 min class! 

YOGA VIBES

A yoga class giving you those feel good vibes to feel good music. Moving in and out of yoga 
postures in unique ways with creative transitions, adding dynamic movement to the amazing 
music beats. Done in a warm room to get you deeper in to the poses so you feel more connected 
and grounded.

BLOOM STRONG
This ain’t your mama’s strength class! Try this full body, strength class using weighted body bars, 
dumbells, resistance bands, or your own body weight. Combine that with some amazing tunes 
for some serious FUN!

YOGA FLOW
Consistent poses in flowing transition with a focus on core strength, cardiovascular fitness, 
flexibility, and an overall sense of well-being. This class builds strength and balance physically 
AND mentally, and leaves you feeling energized. (All-levels) 

BLOOM BALLET 
BARRE

This empowering and energizing workout has proven to create long, lean, and powerful muscles! 
Classes may include light hand weights, resistance bands, and some awesome tunes to get you 
through that muscle burn!!

SCULPT + FLOW
A combination of cardio and toning mixed with dynamic yoga with and without weights. Get 
your heart pumping while you stretch and tone to a rockin' playlist!

BLOOM LIFT
This total body strength class will create lean muscle while lifting barbells.  We’ll keep the 
weights low and the repetitions high, all to the beat of some fun heart pumping music! 

EMPOWER HOUR
The perfect way to round out your weekend. Each week, join us with a different mind body  
style.  Always giving you a great challenge physical and mentally and leave you feeling 
EMPOWERED.

TABATA
Tabata training targets your entire body, builds endurance, and is a calorie blasting workout! 
Using a HIIT (high intensity interval training) timed formula of strength and cardio movements.

ZUMBA
Pretty much the most awesome workout ever. Dance to great music, and great people, and 
burn a ton of calories without even realizing it! Sign me up!!

BLOOM CYCLE 
Get ready to ride!  This amazing workout will take you on a journey of hill climbs, sprints and flat 
riding on a stationary bike, while you control the intensity!  Pedal your way to an increased heart 
rate with low impact, all while listening to fun music! 

HIIT CYCLE xP
This high intensity express class uses the stationary bike for an effective low impact workout!  
We’ll have fun pushing past your limits with shorter recovery times and higher heart rate 
challenges.  
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